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Abstract: Estimating the vehicle crashworthiness parameters experimentally is expensive and time1

consuming. For these reasons different modelling approaches are utilized to predict the vehicle2

behaviour and reduce the need for full-scale crash testing. The earlier numerical methods used for3

vehicle crashworthiness analysis were based on the use of lumped parameters models (LPM), a4

combination of masses and nonlinear springs interconnected in various configurations. Nowadays,5

the explicit nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) is probably the most widely recognized modelling6

technique. Although informative, finite element models (FEM) of vehicle crash are expensive both7

in terms of man-hours put into assembling the model and related computational costs. A simpler8

analytical tool for early analysis of vehicle crashworthiness could greatly assist the modelling and9

save time. In this paper a simple piecewise LPM composed of a mass-spring-damper system, is10

used to estimate the vehicle crashworthiness parameters, focusing on the dynamic crush and the11

acceleration severity index (ASI). The model is first calibrated against a full-scale crash test and a12

FEM, post-processed with the LS-DYNA software, at an impact velocity of 56 km/h. The genetic13

algorithm is used to calibrate the model by estimating the piecewise lumped parameters (stiffness14

and damping of the front structure of the vehicle). After calibration, the LPM is applied to a range of15

velocities (40, 48, 64 and 72 km/h). The predictions for crashworthiness parameters from the LPM16

were compared with the predictions from the FEA and the results are much similar. It is shown that17

the LPM can assist in crash analysis, since LPM has some predictive capabilities and requires less18

computation time in comparison with the explicit nonlinear FEA.19

Keywords: Piecewise Lumped Parameters; Finite Element Analysis; Dynamic Crush; Acceleration20

Severity Index21

1. Introduction22

Car accidents are among the major causes of mortality in modern society. In automotive industry,23

safety is one of the design considerations. Usually, full-scale crash tests (FSCT) are performed to ensure24

the safe range of risk. Collected data from the FSCT indicate the capability of the car body to protect the25

vehicle occupants against injury during a collision. FSCT are expensive, time consuming and require26

sophisticated infrastructure. Therefore, numerical modelling and simulation are actively used to study27

car crashes. Simulation of vehicle crashworthiness has been evolving over the past 45 years. Prior to28

development of powerfull computers, up until the early 1970s, crash studies relied almost exclusively29

on experimental full-scale testing. The earlier numerical methods used for vehicle crashworthiness30

were based on the use of the lumped masses and nonlinear springs. The models built with these31
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methods, known as lumped parameters models (LPM), used lumped masses to represent parts of the32

vehicle, such as engine block or the passenger compartment, considered rigid during the analysis,33

and the springs to represent the structural elements responsible for absorbing the deformation energy.34

Although outshined by the more sophisticated finite element modelling techniques discussed later35

in the text, the simple lumped parameters models are still used today, especially when it comes to36

reconstruction of the crash event. One of the earliest and successful examples of the use of LPM is the37

model developed by Kamal in 1970’s for simulation of vehicle frontal crash at velocities between 0 and38

30 mph (48 km/h) [1]. Various examples of use of LPM to vehicle crash reconstruction and evaluation39

of crashworthiness can be found in the literature.40

When there is a progressive collapse of the vehicle structure during frontal crash, two basic41

requirements should be fulfilled for preventing death or serious injury to occupant. The first42

requirement ensures that occupants do not sustain injuries caused by too high inertia forces. It43

dictates that the parameters that characterize the inertia forces felt by the occupant are kept below44

the threshold values specified in the corresponding standards. The second requirement ensures45

that occupants are not getting clamped by the car structure during the crash event. To fulfill this46

requirement the car deformation need to be limited. The severity of cars deformation can be estimated47

by maximum dynamic crush, which is the maximum displacement of the car front with respect to its48

center of gravity [2]. Also according to the European Standard EN1317-1 [3], another indicator for49

potential injury during a crash event is the acceleration severity index(ASI), which is determined from50

the acceleration measurement closer to the center of gravity of the car. This indicator is described51

later in the text. In the past few decades, much research has been carried out in the field of vehicle52

crashworthiness using LPM which resulted in several novel computational models of vehicle collisions.53

In his book, Huang in [4], developed several mathematical models for vehicle crashworthiness using54

the LPM approach. Inspired by Huang ’s work, Pawlus et al. [2,5] presented outstanding results for55

vehicle crashworthiness assessment using the LPM composed of springs, dampers and masses joined56

in various arrangements.57

In [6], Marzbanrand expanded the Kalmal Model to a five-degrees of freedom (5-DOFs) lumped58

parameters model for the frontal crash and analyzed the response of occupant during the impact. In59

[7], the authors proposed an approach to control the seat belt restraint system force during a frontal60

crash to reduce thoracic injury. Klausen et al. [8,9] introduced a firefly optimization method to estimate61

parameters of vehicle crash test based on a single spring-mass-damper model. Ofochebe et al. in62

[10], studied the performance of vehicle front structure using a 5-DOFs lumped mass-spring model63

composed of body, engine, the cross-member, the suspension and the bumper masses. Munyazikwiye64

et al. in [11,12], introduced linear piecewise lumped parameters models and the genetic algorithm65

(GA) on the existing lumped parameters models to simulate a vehicle (accommodating an occupant)66

into barrier and a vehicle-to-vehicle frontal crashes, respectively. This GA has also been used in [13]67

for calculating the optimized parameters of a 12-DOFs model for two vehicle types in two different68

frontal crashes. Lim in [14,15], using SISAM software, presented various research results based on69

the extraction of lumped parameters model from the experimental data to reconstruct the vehicle70

crash kinematics. Recently, Mazurkiewicz et al. in [16] used the LPM to improve the safety of children71

transported in motor vehicles subjected to a side impact during a vehicle crash, while Vangi et al. [17]72

proposed a step-by-step procedure to collect data for a two vehicles accident reconstruction. In [18–20]73

the authors proposed an optimization procedure to assist multi-body vehicle model development for74

vehicle crashworthiness. Tso-Liang et al. in [19], examined the dynamic response of a human body in75

a crash event and assessed the injuries sustained to the occupant’s head, chest and pelvic regions.76

By the late 1980’s explicit nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA), came into wide use following77

the development of powerful computers. While the first explicit finite element codes for research78

application appeared in the mid 1960s, the commercial explicit finite element codes came to use by the79

end of 1980s [21]. For example the company that distributes LS-DYNA [22] software used in this article80

was started by John Hallquist in 1989 [21]. Among the various vehicle crash simulation techniques,81
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explicit FEA is probably the most frequently used. In fact the first major area of application of explicit82

FEA was automotive crashworthiness.83

Some examples of use of FEA for improvement of vehicle crashworthiness include the following:84

Cheng et al in [23], used LS-DYNA software to develop a single model that can be successfully used in85

computational simulations of full frontal, offset frontal, side, and oblique car-to-car impacts. In [24], an86

improvement of energy absorbing structure of a commercial vehicle for crashworthiness was achieved87

through FEA. Huiwen et al. [25,26], used an explicit code in LS-DYNA for the crash simulations of a88

full vehicle. In their model the vehicle body structure was first validated using experimental modal89

analysis in order to ensure that the distributed stiffness and mass of the model were equivalent to the90

actual body structure. Moradi et al. [27], proposed a FEM that can be utilized in the design process of91

a vehicle by reducing the aggressivity of the vehicle and increasing the on-road fleet compatibility in92

order to minimize the occupant injury. In [28], the authors developed a numerical model of a car crash93

by analysing the scenarios where a high-speed vehicle was crashing into a wall and a static vehicle.94

Their research objective was to identify the sources of harm to driver and passengers when car crashes95

occur. To assure a bumper design which meets the safety requirements, Kankariya and Sayyad in [29],96

used an explicit FEA to investigate stress and effective plastic strain of bumper at impact. Based on97

their simulation results, the modifications in bumper design to improve its impact performance were98

recommended. Recently, Hickey and his co-author in [30] conducted a quasi-static simulation of a 200299

Ford Explorer crash via FEA.100

Finite element models are relatively complex and require large amount of computational time.101

The availability of simpler numerical tool for estimation of basic vehicle crashworthiness parameters102

can assist the designer and speed up the design process. Lumped parameters models might save103

as such tool. Primarily, LPMs have been used for vehicle crash reconstruction, but to the best of the104

authors’ knowledge, their predictive capability has not yet been investigated elsewhere in literature. In105

this paper, the authors investigated whether it is possible to accurately estimate basic crashworthiness106

parameters such as maximum dynamic crush and ASI, using the earlier proposed LPM [11,12] instead107

of the commonly used explicit FE model. To this end, the proposed piecewise LPM was calibrated,108

using the crash data and the Genetic algorithm and validated by comparing its predictions with the109

FEA simulation results for different crash velocities.110

2. Materials and Methods111

A full-scale crash test of a Ford Taurus (2004 model) in Figure 1 is chosen as a base line for the112

LPM and FEA used in this paper. The test weight and impact speed of the vehicle were 1739 kg and113

55.9 km/h, respectively. The experimental data and finite element analysis model input were obtained114

from NHTSA open database [31].115

Figure 1. Full-scale crash test of a Ford Taurus (2004 model) at 56 km/h [31].
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2.1. Experimental data and signal filtering116

Fourier transform and filters are useful tools for processing and analyzing discrete data. The117

filtering starts with the identification of frequency components in a signal. A low pass filter allows low118

frequency components to pass but high components are truncated. To identify frequency components,119

the Fourier transformation is performed on a time domain signal in order to estimate the cut-off120

frequency used for the low pass filter. The Fourier transform (FT) of a function x(t) also called the121

spectrum of x(t), denoted X(ω) and the inverse Fourier transform exist if the Fourier transform pair,122

as referred to [32] in equation (1), holds. That is:123

X(ω) = ∫

∞

−∞

x(t)e−jωtdt
FT
←→ x(t) =

1
2π ∫

∞

−∞

X(ω)ejωtdω t, ω ∈ R. (1)

The transformation pair in (1) holds if x(t) and X(ω) are defined and finite for all ω ∈ R and t ∈ R. The124

time and frequency domain pair transformation is computed using the fast Fourier transform and the125

inverse fast Fourier transform, respectively. If a continuous-time system is linear and time-invariant,126

the output y(t) is related to the input x(t) by a convolution integral [32] between the two functions127

x(t) and h(t) and is define as128

y(t) = (Hx)(t) = (h⊛ x)(t) = ∫
∞

−∞

x(τ)h(t − τ)dτ = h(t)⊛ x(t) (2)

or equivalently in the discrete-time case, by the convolution sum, if x(n) is an N point signal129

running from 0 to N and h[n] is an M point signal running from 0 to M, the convolution of the two130

signals is a difference equation of the form,131

y[n] = h[n]⊛ x[n] =
M
∑

k=0
h[k]x[n − k] (3)

where h(t) or h[n] is the impulse response of the system [33]. The symbol ⊛ is a circular convolution132

operator.133

In this paper, the acceleration signal (experimental data) is filtered using a Finite Impulse Response134

(FIR) filter before performing numerical integration to obtain the velocity and displacement responses,135

respectively.. Figure 2 shows the noisy and filtered acceleration signals for a vehicle crashing into a136

barrier. A cut-off frequency of 0.5 kHz with a sampling rate of 10 KHz are chosen while designing a137

suitable low pass filter. A filter order of 30 and a Kaiser window type are used for the filtering process.138

2.2. Linear piecewise lumped parameters model139

The model consists of a Kelvin model shown in Figure 3. In line of the model development, the140

dynamical model proposed in [4] for the free vibration analysis is adopted for solving the impact141

responses. Then, the genetic algorithm is used to estimate and optimize the model parameters. At142

time of crush, the built up spring and damping forces are defined as143

Fk = k(x) ⋅ x, (4a)

Fc = c(ẋ) ⋅ ẋ, (4b)

and the dynamic equation of the model in Figure 3 as

ẍ = (−Fk − Fc)/m (5)

where ẋ and x are the velocity and displacement of the center of gravity of mass m (the mass of the144

vehicle).145
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Figure 2. Noisy and Filtered acceleration signals for full-scale frontal crash

2.3. Piecewise linear approximations for springs and dampers146

The spring stiffness and damping coefficients in the model, described in the previous section, are147

defined by the linear piecewise functions in equations (6a) - (6b).148
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Figure 3. Lumped parameter model

k(x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

k1 +
k2−k1

x1
x x ≤ x1

k2 +
k3−k2
x2−x1

(x − x1) x1 ≤ x ≤ x2

k3 +
k4−k3
Cm−x2

(x − x2) x2 ≤ x ≤ 1m

, (6a)
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c(ẋ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

c1 −
c1−c2

ẋ1
ẋ ẋ ≤ ẋ1

c2 −
c2−c3
ẋ2−ẋ1

(ẋ − ẋ1) ẋ1 ≤ ẋ ≤ ẋ2

c3 −
c3−c4
v0−ẋ2

(ẋ − ẋ2) ẋ2 ≤ ẋ ≤ 25m/s

, (6b)

where Cm is the value of the maximum dynamic crush or the maximum deformation of the vehicle’s149

front structure.150

The upper limits of 1m and 25m/s in equations (6a) and (6b), are the guess values based on the151

expected range of deformations and velocities, respectively.152

2.4. Calibration scheme using the genetic algorithm153

A genetic algorithm (GA), is a method used for solving problems based on natural selection. The154

GA is applied to solve a variety of optimization problems that are not well suited for standard155

optimization algorithms, including problems in which the objective function is discontinuous,156

nondifferentiable, stochastic, or highly nonlinear [34]. This algorithm repeatedly modifies a population157

of individual solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm selects individuals at random from the158

current population to be parents and uses them to produce the children for the next generation.159

Over successive generations, the population evolves toward an optimal solution. This evolutionary160

algorithm holds a population of individuals (chromosomes), which evolve by means of selection and161

other operators like crossover and mutation. Every individual in the population gets an evaluation of162

its adaptation (fitness) to the environment. The selection chooses the best gene combinations, which163

through crossover and mutation, should drive to better solutions in the next population [35]. The164

algorithm for solving the problem defined by equation (5) is shown in Figure 4. The GA-type of165

search schemes is function-value comparison-based, with no derivative computation. It attempts to166

move points through a series of generations, each being composed of a population which has a set167

number (population size, 200 in this work) and 12 individuals or parameters (four stiffness values,168

four damping coefficient values, two position values, x1 and x2, two intermediate velocities ẋ1 and169

ẋ2). The proposed algorithm seeks to find the minimum function between several variables as can be170

stated in a general form min f (p), where p denotes the unknown variables in the model. In this paper,171

the cost function to be minimized is the norm of the absolute error between the displacement, velocity172

and acceleration of the simulated cash and the FEA or full-scale crash test data and is defined as:173

∣Error1∣ =sum(∣EEst − EExp∣
T
× ∣EEst − EExp∣)

∣Error2∣ =sum(∣EEst − EFEA∣
T
× ∣EEst − EFEA∣) (7)

where EEst, EExp and EFEA are the model, experimental and FEA variables (displacement, velocity174

and acceleration) respectively and "T" stands for transpose.175

An initial guess of parameters is chosen and substituted in the piecewise linear functions defined176

equations (6a) and (6b). Then, the obtained spring stiffness and damping coefficients are substituted177

into equations (4a) and (4b), which are respectively substituted in the dynamic equation (5). Finally,178

equation (5) is numerically solved to get the simulated kinematic results. These kinematic results are179

compared with the time-history from the full-scale crash test and FEA, respectively. The cost function180

in Equation (7) is evaluated, and when the cost function is minimum the solver terminates, otherwise181

the GA keeps on tuning the model parameters to match the experimental results or FEA results.182
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Figure 4. Calibation procedure using genetic algorithm

2.5. Finite element analysis183

As mentioned earlier, the input to finite element analysis was obtained from the National Highway184

Traffic Safety and Administration (NHTSA) open Database [31]. The following is a summary describing185

the studied FEM:186

• Number of parts : 804187

• Number of nodes : 922007188

• Number of beam elements : 10189

• Number of shell elements : 838926190

• Number of solid elements : 134468191

The simulations were performed using the LS-DYNA software Version R8.10 (Revision R8.105896).192

The impact velocities of 40, 48, 56, 64 and 72 km/h were simulated and the average computational193

time per each simulation was about 14 hours. Acceleration data were recorded at the center of gravity194

(CG) of the finite element model.195

In case when the finite element analysis uses under-integrated shell and solid elements,196

non-physical, zero-energy deformations modes such as hourglass modes might occur. Some small197

amount of hourglass energy can be tolerated, but this non-physical deformation mode need to be198

kept under control. The ratio of the hourglass energy to the internal energy should not exceed the199
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recommended value. In the presented analysis, this ratio was carefully controlled and kept below 0.01,200

which is the recommended value according to [22,36].201

2.6. Acceleration Severity Index (ASI)202

The ASI is intended to give a measure of the severity of inertia force experienced by a person203

seated in the proximity of the CG of the vehicle during impact with flexible barriers. The ASI is derived204

from the acceleration time-histories measured at the CG of the impacting vehicle and is computed as205

follows [37]:206

ASI(ti) =

¿

Á
Á
ÁÀ(

ax

âx
)

2

+ (

ay

ây
)

2

+ (

az

âz
)

2

(8)

where âx = 12g, ây = 9g, âz = 10g are limit values for the components of the acceleration along the207

body axes x (longitudinal direction), y ( lateral direction) and z ( vertical direction), respectively.208

These values are obtained from the human body tolerances limits, interpreted as the values below209

which passenger risk is very small (light injury if any) and g = 9.81m/s2 is the acceleration due to210

gravity, while ax, ay, az are the components of acceleration of a selected point close to CG of the vehicle,211

averaged over a moving time interval δ =0.050 seconds and the ASI is the maximum value of ASI(t).The212

average acceleration components are defined in equation (9).213

ax =
1
δ ∫

t+δ

t
axdt

ay =
1
δ ∫

t+δ

t
aydt (9)

az =
1
δ ∫

t+δ

t
azdt

According to the European standard EN 1317-2:2010 [38], three impact severity levels are classified214

as A, B and C classes for flexible road safety barriers, and the respective recommended values of ASI215

for each class are:216

• Class A: ASI ≤ 1217

• Class B: 1.0 ≤ ASI ≤ 1.4218

• Class C: 1.4 ≤ ASI ≤ 1.9219

The impact Severity Class A affords a greater level of comfort for vehicle occupants than Class B and C.220

The more the ASI exceeds unity, the more the impact consequences for the passengers are dangerous221

[39].222

In case of a full frontal crash, the acceleration components in the lateral and vertical directions are223

less significant as compared to the longitudinal acceleration. Hence, in this work, the computation of224

ASI involves only the longitudinal component and its associated 12g threshold acceleration. That is:225

ASI =
∣ax ∣

12
(10)

The calculation of ASI is based on the velocity curves obtained from the vehicle’s center of gravity.226

The procedure to compute the longitudinal ASI is adapted from [40]:227

1. Using the measured vehicle crash velocity data, calculate the 0.050 s average acceleration values228

by computing the difference in velocity at points 0.050 s apart and dividing by 0.050 s. The 0.050229

s moving average longitudinal acceleration, ax(ti), can also be computes as follows:230

ax(ti) =
∑

i
t=i−0.05 ati

δ
=
∑

i
0 ati −∑

i−0.05
0 ati

δ
=

vt=i − vt=i−0.05

0.05
(11)
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2. Choose the largest ∣ax(ti)∣ and convert it to g units.231

3. Divide the largest ∣ax(ti)∣ by the longitudinal threshold value of 12g.232

3. Results233

The spring stiffness and damping coefficient characteristics of the vehicle’s front structure,234

optimized through the GA, are shown in Table 1.235

Table 1. Estimated structural parameters of the vehicle frontal crash model calibrated at 56 km/h

Parameters LPM calibrated to FSCT LPM calibrated to FEM
Stiffness [N/m]
k1 7195 N/m 25718 N/m
k2 7210 N/m 31444 N/m
k3 25386 N/m 45476 N/m
k4 711060 N/m 467830 N/m
Damping [Ns/m]
c1 59444 Ns/m 80827 Ns/m
c2 51590 Ns/m 7775 Ns/m
c3 4997 Ns/m 38812 Ns/m
c4 1382 Ns/m 5703 Ns/m

Figure 5 illustrates three out of five FEA simulations of a Ford-Taurus (2004 model) crashing into236

a fixed rigid wall at initial velocities of 40, 56 and 72 km/h, respectively. The kinematic time-history237

(displacements, velocities and accelerations) are compared as shown in Figures 6 to 8. These Figures238

show the predictions of the LPM for a range of speeds (40, 48, 56, 64 and 72 km/h, respectively).239

Figures 8a and 8b, present a summary of kinematics results of the LPM calibrated at 56 km/h against240

the full-scale crash test and FEA, respectively. The crashworthiness parameters in terms of maximum241

dynamic crush (Cm), time of crush (tm) and ASI for the range of velocities are summarized in Table 2.242

4. Discussion243

LPM tries to reconstruct the crash event using the damping and stiffness. The stiffness is initially244

low at time of contact with the barrier and increases piece-wisely until the car frontal structure245

plastically deforms at the dynamic crush. This apparent increase of stiffness is due to compaction of246

many elements that buckle together when the front structure of the car is completely compressed at the247

maximum dynamic crush. The vehicle’s frontal structure absorbs the energy and deforms sufficiently.248

From Figure 5, hood and the fender are completely bent, the bumper is plastically deformed at high249

impact velocity (72 km/h). It is noted that the maximum deviation from the FEA dynamic crush, Cm,250

is less than 3 cm. There is a reasonable agreement between the values of injury indicators from the251

LPM and FEA. The LPM fits very well up to the maximum dynamic crush, but during the rebound252

phase the displacement of the LPM starts deviating from what is observed in the full-scale crash test as253

shown in Figure 6. At velocities below the calibration point, a deviation is observed just after the time254

of crush, during the rebound phase, when the LPM is calibrated to FEA as shown in Figure 8b. These255

Figures show the results of deformation modes going from buckling and bending to compression of256

the crushed structure.257

For different impact velocities, small deviations between the results from LPM calibrated to258

FEM and FSCT are observed. This is evidenced by the dynamic crushes with their respective time259

of occurrence and the rebound velocities. The main influencing parameter characterizing the crash260

severity is the maximum dynamic crush (Cm), which describes the highest car’s deformation. It is261

noted from Table 2 that the ASI for LPM and FEM are almost similar at a specific impact velocity. The262

estimated parameters show that the level of accident severity is high when the impacting velocity of263

the vehicle is greater than 48 km/h. The high values of ASI reported in this work could be due to the264

rigidity of the barrier, since the range of ASI mentioned earlier has been defined for flexible barriers.265
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Deformed vehicle frontal structure through FEA at impact velocities of (a) 40 km/h, (b) 56
km/h and (c) 72 km/h
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Figure 6. Displacement, velocity and acceleration plots comparison in case of LPM calibrated to FEA,
(a), (c) and (e) impact velocities lower than the calibration point (56 km/h); (b), (d) and (f) impact
velocities higher than the calibration point.
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Figure 7. Displacement, velocity and acceleration plot comparison in case of LPM calibrated to FSCT,
(a), (c) and (e) impact velocities lower than the calibration point (56 km/h); (b), (d) and (f) impact
velocities higher than the calibration point.
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Figure 8. A summary of kinematic time histories for (a) LPM calibrated to FSCT and (b) LPM
calibrated to FEA.
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Table 2. Estimated crashworthiness parameters for FSCT, FEA and LPM.

Impact velocities

Approaches Parameters 40 km/h 48 km/h 56 km/hc 64 km/h 72 km/h

FSCT tm [s] - - 0.0723 - -
Cm [m] - - 0.7551 - -
ASI [-] - - 2.5 - -

LPM calibrated to FSCT tm [s] 0.0736 0.0740 0.0738 0.0741 0.0741
Cm [m] 0.5373 0.6429 0.7508 0.8588 0.9653
ASI [-] 1.7 2.1 2.6 2.7 3.1

FEA tm [s] 0.0755 0.0781 0.0801 0.0804 0.0800
Cm [m] 0.5077 0.6077 0.7180 0.8331 0.9408
ASI [-] 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5

LPM calibrated to FEA tm [s] 0.0824 0.0825 0.0793 0.0822 0.0805
Cm [m] 0.5231 0.6258 0.7108 0.8360 0.9396
ASI [-] 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.5

cCalibration point, tm is the time at maximum dynamic crush, Cm is the maximum dynamic crush and
ASI is the acceleration severity index.

The results show that, the LPM agrees with the experimental data and the conventional FEA, and266

the computational time for the LPM is between 15 and 30 minutes while the average computational267

time for the FEA is 14 hours excluding the undefined time spent in developing the complex FEM of a268

complete vehicle.269

5. Conclusions270

It is obvious that simple LPM cannot replace complex FE model with regard to crash simulations,271

but it can greatly assist to speed up the analysis. Due to complexity of the FEM, the analyst typically272

needs several iterations with adjustment of simulation parameters before a successful simulation is273

produced. Typically three to five iterations are necessary, each taking about half of the full simulation274

time before the analysis termination. Hence to produce a single successful FE-analysis of the crash275

event requires about a week of working time. To produce a N number of successful FE-simulations for276

a range of velocities would typically take less time than N-weeks since once a successful combination of277

parameters is found, it can be used for most of simulations and only minor adjustments are needed for278

different velocities. In the current study, the FE analysis for the five different velocities was produced279

within a month. Using a LPM allows to perform one FEA instead of five, calibrate the LPM to FEM280

and obtain the estimate of the crash parameters for a range of velocities. Hence LPM approach extracts281

a month work within a week. Thus the piecewise LPM seams to be a promising tool in design process282

as evidenced by its predictive capability with less computation time.283

The extension of this work could be the consideration of the predictive capabilities of the LPM for284

other crash scenarios such as oblique crash, side impact and vehicle-to-vehicle crash respectively.285
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